
Hints on the process
Build consortium gradually. Hard-core group (3 or so) first; prepare 2-3 
page summary; then identify gaps and invite others; physical meeting is 
good; then identify further gaps and finalise beneficiaries. Invite more 
partners than you think you will need. Some may not provide letter of 
commitment in time. 

Think twice before agreeing to coordinate. The commitment lasts at least 5 
years in practice and you will end up doing 5x the work of any other partner. 

Assign a totally reliable person to be responsible for each key section 
(Excellence, Impact, Implementation) 

Work in two phases:  

1. Achieve a scientifically-compelling case  

2. Remove weaknesses (even minor ones) <—- critical stage 

Allow time for independent scientific review (say 2 weeks)



Hints on the content

Identify the REA research agenda in your domain; check non-responsive 
mode projects (eg STREPS) for ideas 

Use positive language (starting with the acronym) 

Aim to create an impression of excellence and fundability in the first page 
(or paragraph) 

Consider everything in advance e.g. identify risks and mitigations 

Avoid duplication of expertise. Identify USPs for each member. Show 
previous links and expected collaborations. 

Be ambitious. e.g. Public dissemination; in a bar (‘Pint of Science’) versus 
major institution (Royal Society or equivalent); e.g. make promotional video 

Introduce innovative training elements (not just study schools) 

Identify networking tools (e.g. Slack)



Phase 2: remove weaknesses

Be concrete; remove vagueness e.g. You’re holding a workshop. Title? 
When? Host? Responsible partner? Outside invitees? Same for program of 
meetings and (to a lesser extent) secondments. 

Avoid being too conditional or tentative e.g. instead of “We hope this 
training programme will contribute towards the next generation of 
researchers in X”, say “This programme will train the next generation …” 

Identify roles. Name beneficiaries or, better, individuals that will take each 
important role e.g. training coordinator, deputy coordinator, ethics, web, … 

Avoid artificiality. e.g. equal distribution of resources amongst 
beneficiaries; try to represent the complex reality 

Continuity. Make sure the ordering of training (esp. complementary 
training) makes logical sense e.g. Ethics, Scientific Conduct precedes 
How to Write a Paper 

Is it sufficiently clear how the network provides added value? 



Needs to captivate 
(or at least not bore)

What is the 
problem?

Main objective 
of the network

IMPACT!

Who are we?

the ‘science’

All-important  
first impressions



Easier to understand 
(and construct) a 
complex proposal

But links between 
themes must be 

clear and not 
arbitrary

Useful throughout as a 
structuring mechanism 

(objectives, work 
packages, ESR projects)

Themes



How 
addressing 

H2020 goals

Clear timetable of events



Existing funded 
collaborations

Anticipated 
synergies



Resources
Expertise

Facilities Links e.g. clinics, 
industry

Unique selling points



Links to work 
packages

Clear statement of 
expectations

Concrete details of 
secondments and 

purpose

Individual ESR projects 
NB: in Implementation

and deliverables
measurable 
objectives



Relate individual 
projects to specific 

objectives

ESRs contribute 
to more than one 

theme

Should be more than a collection  
of independent PhD projects



One approach is to tabulate 
career destinations and 
required technical AND 
complementary skills

Impact should be multi-layered: 
industry, fellow scientists, Europe,  

Fellows’ careers,…



Letters of commitment 
should mention specific  

contributions and expected  
benefits

Partners  
(ie unfunded)

Must have a clear 
role in the network


